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THE COMING ECONOMIC CRISIS

Introduction 0

Our discussion tonight has to dn wit~ the
coming economic crisis in the Uo oAo In open=
ing this discussion l will assume that my list
eners are familiar with the basic Marxist anal=
ysis of the· laws of motion of capitalist econ=
omy, which prove. that economic crisis breaks
out in market relationships as a result of more
profound contradictions in the relationships of
productione

-It will, therefore, not be necessar,y to re
state Marx's general analysis, and we may con=
centrate upon an examination of current trends
in the ecoilomic cycle, locate and measure
roughly the factors "Thich define these trends ~

and draw certain conclusions as to the per~

spectiveo

The current softening of the price level,
the ri~e in unemployment, and examples of cur
tailment of production in some industries~

have served to raise much public discussion
as to whether America is now going into the
preliminary development of a major economic
crisis 0 We must note these facts as symptom=>
atic of the approach of important changes mat=
uring in American economy, as straws will re
veal the rise of a nndo But even as a study
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At the sa~e time the present cycle is accent=
uated and distorted by the influence of the gen=
eral world crisis of capita1ism~ 'the main deci=
sive features of which were described- by Lenin
already before and during the First World War~

and which has greatly, deepened in the interVen=,
ing years o

In this lecture I set myself the limited
task to make some remarks on. ,;the folloWing
questions: (1) The inter-relations between
the gener~l world crisis of capitalism and the
cyclical crisis of overproduction now maturing 9
(2) what new markets were operative to create III

the 19h6=191+8 boom period~ after the sudden sub= : 'J

sidence of thf.~ war market, and how stable are I ,<I

th~y:, (3) what forces are limiting these mar= "I ,: •

kets; (4) when may the economic crisis be ex= . :.
pected to break out; (5) the new and higher .
degree of monopolist domination over the nat,= -<./

ianal economy; (6) the process of transmuta=
tion of economic_crisis into political crisis~

and the "absorption" of economic crisis by
political means; (7) the relation of economic
crisis to war, (8) the contradictory pressures
\'ihich the maturing economic crisis exerts upon
American governmental policy; (9) the alter=
native courses between which America must choose
in meeting the economic crisis; and (10) some
remarks on Marxist methodology~
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1* Inter-Relations Between Cyclical
And General Crises.

First of all, we must establish a sharp dis
+inction between the cyclical econom~ic c isis
the general world crisis of capitalism, as wel
as their inter-relations.

The cyclical economic cr1s1s, the crisis ot
ov-rproduction, is one phase of the movement ot
conomi forces inherent in the capitalist mod

of roduction, the cycle of crisis-depression
I I recover-.t-boom, th moving forces of which Marx

,d'sco e -d as the characteristic laws of motl0
I of cap'talism~ This cycle has operat~d throug

I~'~. ~ the history of capital sm and can end on
I ith the replacement of capit~ism by social!

1'1 The general world crisis of capitaliSrl shc e
l ~ts lf in the opening years of the 20th centur,y
( "nd. vms first discovered and explained by Leni
I Its period is that of modem imperialism, and •

characterized by the integration of capitalist
world economy and world market; by the end of
the possibility of expansion by the great cap
ivalist powers into new territories without
sharp collisions among themselves; by a growing
unevenness of development among the capitalist
po e rs, wi th consequent sharp changes in·' powe
relationships; by the breaking of the world
front of capitalism through the erne gence or tb
f· rst socialist country, the USSR as a great
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power; by the rise of strong national liberation
movement in the colonial and semi-colonial coun
tries; and, fina ly, by the rise of mass demo
cratic movements in the capitalist countries,
moving in the direction of socialism

The sum of these main characteristics of the
gene raJ. world crisis of capitalism is its decline
as a world system, face to face with a rival
growing system, expressing its .own inner decay-
economic, cultural, social and politica1~

These two crises are thus distinct from one
another, although they are inter-connect d and
inter-acting" (he growing violence of the per
iodic economic crises is an element (though no
by any mea.'1S the only one) of the general world
crisis of capitalism. In turn, the general
world crisis operates to accentuate the cyc i
cal motion, deepening its crisis phase, distor
ine i s 1'nonnal lt course, and. speeding up the
trend tOYfard s ate capitalism that aris s from
the crisis phase of the cycle.

I becomes important to understa.'1d the sharp
distinction between the two crises, because
there has lately arisen a fashion among some
,~arxist economic writers to consider that he
cyclical cri is has een merged into the genera
wor- d crisis of capi alism, that the genera c ri
si~ i also a permanent economic crisio, and
tha to eco~nize h~ existence of a boom-phase



of the cycle in any major
resuI ts in negating the Leninist concept of
general crisis and is~ therefore~ a virule
form of opportunist "revisionism" 0 Flowing
of's'uch nsiderations there has been a flat
denial of t e exi 'tclce of the boom-phase i
~~erican economy in the period of 19L~=1948

An example of this theorJ may be found in
the article en itled It bout the Crisis-(';har,
ter of the Economic Development of the U~So

After the Warlt ,9 by 10 Kuznrl.nov, published in
the Moscow magazine Bolshevik, No o 23 Deco15,
19480

Kuzminov denies the existence of any post
war economic boom in the U~SoAQ' describes t
whole period as one of econom~c crisis whic
opened even before the war ended, and says i
is the deepest .economic crisis in aLl the hi
tory of crises with the single exception of
~ha of 1929=19330 He sharply denounces Eu
Varga as an Itapologist" for capitalism)) bec
of Varga ~ s prognosis in 945 that "in the co
..,ries where the produc' i ve appara us during
war was preserved or expanded» it could be e
pected after the war there will be a rise i
the c njuncture during three or four years' i

I a stage of boom;) I Kuzminov considers that
Varga~s prognosis Ifhas nothing in conunon wit
Marxism'), a. d tha . "life has laughed cruelly
at the ideao
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Now I am not prepared, due to insufficient
information, to participate in the general de
bate that has raged around Eugene Varga's econo~

mic writings. I cannot deny, therefore H t
Varga may have made most serious errors as lla
been charged~ But on this specific issue, as
cited by I. Kuzminov, it is clear that Varga ma
no error in predicting a rising economic 1· ne in
America for three or four years after the ar
for that is exactly what has developed dUring
the period of 1946-1948-

On the factual side of this' issue, Kuzminov
rests his case entirely upon the well-known fac
that the peak of American war production in 943
was higher than any point reached after the wa 0

rjuphasizing this nature of his argument, he even
cites the postwar decline of shipbuilding to one
twentieth of its war-time volume, as one of h
proofs of a state of economic crisiso But arga
Prognosis of a postwar boom, in his book wri n
in 1945, contained no reference to its excee . ng
the war-boom but, on the contrary, spoke of a
decisively lower level, comparable in gene a1
outlines to the boom following the First Wor
Waro And regardless of what Varga did or di no
say, what actually took place in 19h6.-1948 :L
American economy was an unparallelled economic
boom in comparison with all previous pea~~- ime
product~on, even greater than that .of 1 0-1921
and lasting longer. Varga erred not in ove sti
mating, but in underestimating, the post-wa oom.
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If Kuzminov and others who follow his concept
insist upon describing the 1946-1948 phase of
American economy as a crisis-phase, then at the
very least they should qualify it as Ita crisis of
a very special kind", for it is utterly unlike
any crisis described by Marx, with capital ex
penditures at their highest rather tha'rl their
lowest point.

Wh:at are the facts of the case?

Taking the years 1935-1939 as representing an
index of 100 (this is in the period of Itdepres
sion ofo:,aOp.special kind~') the physical volume of
~nerican manufacturing_production rose in 1940
to 125, in the first postwar year of 1946 to
170~ in 1947 to 187, and in November, 1948, to
1950 Thus postwar production averages more than
80% higher than the pre-=war years:1 and proceeds
on a generally rising line o The number of
workers employed in manufacturing industry
reached its highest point in American histor,y,
even including the war period, as also did the
vo' ume of production in such key industries as
steel and building construction o

This would most certainly be described as an
economic boom if it had taken place without the
intervention of the waro Why does the war, with
its somewhat higher production index~ transfor.m
this into economic c dsis? Since when has the
term "crisis It been applied to such an economic
development?
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The facts show that the war-market served to
lift up the American economy out of the prolonged
"depression of a special kind" that followed the
1929-1933 crisis and lasted until 1939; that
after the feverish war-boom reached i peak ~n

1943, a decline took place until th
first postwar year of 1946, when it ~ood at 70~

above the depression years. Then began a rise
until it reached 95% above the depression level
at the end of 1948.

According to all previous Marxist economic
analysis, this constitutes a postwar boom. To
deny this, as Kuzminov tries to do, reduces all
economic discussion to a play with ords, to
idle chatters And it perfonns the dis-service
of taking attention away from and thereby hiding,
the very real and profound economic crisis that
is maturing in reality in life not in words~

In passing, it also performs the "miracle lt , in
the field of theor,y, of abolishing the economic
cycle before it has succeeded in wiping out
capitaliom--which must cause Marx and Engels to
stir uneasily in their graves1
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110 Whence Came the Markets for the
Boom of 191.~6-1948?

Once we have recognized the boom-phase charac
er of American economy in 19L6~Indefiance

£ Kuzminov and his fellow·..thinkers who insist
i is the deepest crisis in all the history of
crises except for 1929-1933, we may have brought
down upon our heads the condemnation that, like
Varga, we Ithave n()t,hing in common with Marxism" 0

But we have gained something for our pains 0 We
are now free to ask the question: "Whence came
the markets to maintain American production in
1946-1948 at 70% to 95% above the level of the
depression years before the war?"

Kuzminov could not get around to that ques
tien being pre-occupied with the difficult task
of p oYing hat the period was one of crisis in
which markets were only disappearing, vdth no
.. ew ones appearing. Othe rise he might have
learned some very interesting and valuable

a e.. 0

It i only when we feel the necessity to ex
pain the rela ively high level of American

co amy during 9 6-1~ and analyze he new
ma ~et that made it possib e that 'V e begn
+0 gai!) sorn unders anding of the explosive and
d 3 a a·.g potentialities of the .coming econo
m' c ri' s and its tempo of deve opLlent.
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Kuzminov~ in the article cited~ considers that
the "crisis" which he says engulfed American eco
nomy upon the cessation of war-orders would have.
been much deeper but for the facts of American re
armament and the rise of the milita~ budget many
fold over former peace=time levels o He also secs
the crisis mitigated for the U.S.A. by its new
ability "to grab with relative easiness the most
important positions on the foreign marketso~ But
he most emphatically denies that there operated
any economic factors of expansion of the domestic
market. He especially condemns the idea that,
"postponed demand" played any significant role,
and considers that idea to be in "evident con
tradiction to the law of absolute and relative
impoverishment of the working class under capit
alismo"

Undoubtedly both milita~ budgets and foreign
trade, standing at a far higher point than pre
war (especially military expenditures), played
important roles in sustaining the relatively
hiBh economic level of 191+6-1948. But it is a
gross exaggeration of their specific gravity to
consider that without some other factor, of even
greater weight$ which Kuzminov denies, the Ameri
can economic level" could have been mai. ntained at
80% above pre....war time. There existed that other
factor, an economic factor rising from the dom
estic market, even though Kuzminov is blind to it.



Before defining this more important factor
sustaining the American market, howeverj we must
establish the relative importance~ in the economy,
of foreign trade and the militar,y budget.

Foreign trade, as a factC"r aiding the American
economy to overcome its inner contradictions
(which are especially represented in a superflu
ity of capital seeking fields of investment) is
to be measured not by the volume of exports~ but
rather by the surplus of exports over imports.
This surplus amounted to seven billion dollars
in 1946, rose to over eleven billions in 1947,
and dropped to six-and-a-half billions in 1948-
wi th the decline beginning in the second quarter
of 19 7 and cont;inuing until, at the end of
1:"48, the rate was only a few hundred millions
p 'r year above the level of Marshall Plan grants
and loans 0 Compared wi th the volume of ,Ame rican
production, 'this surplus has become negligible,
and its tendency to decline continues Q It also
reveals that, whateve r may be the preparations of

rican monopoly capital for future struggle for
foreign markets, its iwnediate urge for those
.markets in 19L~6-1948 was very weak o

The military budget plays a larger and growing
role 0 In 1946~ it amounted to 48 0 8 billions~ but
this was, in the main.)\ a carry=over from the war
and this a1s 0 explains a portion of the 1947
total of 16 0 7 billions 0 In 1948 however$ it
still remained at 1105 billions and began to rise
In 1949 it will surpass 14 billions,s; and all in=
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dications point to a steaqy rise thereafter. For
the first time in American history, peace-time
armaments play a greater role in economics than
foreign trade 0

We now come to that other factor, the exist
ence of which Kuzminov denied, which sustained
the American market in 1946-1948 at more than
80% above the pre=war level o This factor is
the extraordinary rise in capital expenditureso

First it will be helpful to look at some
background materialo In the five pre-war years
of 1935=1939, the annual expenditure for plant
and equipment was between four and five billion
dollars a In 1940, under the first stimulus of
war, it rose to 604 billions 0 During the war,
when expansion of armaments indqstries was being
rushed through, the UoS~ Government directly
financed this construction and leased tr~ gov
ernment-owned properties to private capitalist
operators~ It was estimated at the time that
such direct Government investments expanded the
productive capacity of American industry by
almost 50%0 Af er the war these plants were
sold to private industr,y at a fraction of their
cost or were left idle o It was widely expected
that, despite the high degree of waste and loss
involved in the hasty war time expansion, it
would in the postwar period act as a severe
limitation on the market for ccpital expendituresi'
Eu , as i turned out~ this limitation proved to
pe minimal 0



Capital expenditures for plant and equipment
during the years 1946-1948 reached a total of
about 48 billion dollars, or an average of
about 16 billions per year, more than 300% of
the average rate of 1935-19390

This tremendous addition to the domestic
market is unquestionably the largest single
factor sustaining the 1946-19h8 boom-phase
of American economyo For this period its
main significance consisted in bolstering up
the domestic markete nut for the future~ it
contains the explosive potentiality of dwind
ling away and disappearing as a market~ to re~

appear as a new productive force demanding an
even greater market for its oWl products. At
the same time it is raising the organic composi
tion of capital--the ratio of constant to vari
able capitalo Thus it acts to speed up the tempo
of maturing all the factors of the crisis of
overproduction, and to deepen their intensity.

The initi al postwar volume of capital expend-
i tu re is unquestionably the most important ex
ample of what Varga spoke of as ffpostponed demand"
and which Kuzminov damned as a negation of the
Marxian law of impoverishment. But Varga him
se1f~ in making his prognosis in 1945~ specifi
cally pointed out that ,r.'postponed demand tt was
not in the hands of the masses, except in an
insienificant degree, but of the rich and well
to=do top cir~les~ and therefore its market ex
pression would take the form of durab e goods
and capital goods, and no of cormnodities of
maSs consumption o
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Kuzminov~ taking into account only the "post
poned demand" for commodities of mass consumption,
and the f act that accumulated means were "concen
trated in the hands of the most wealthy' top cir
cles", drew the conclusion from theoretical pre=
mises that "postponed demand" could not possibly
sustain the American economy in any significant
fashion, because to do so would be to break out
of the framework of capitalist economic laws,
would negate Marx' s theory of impoverishment. But
he forgot to examine the facts, which disclosed
an effective postponed demand for ccp ital goods, '
of a volume many times multiplied above that of
the postponed demand~ for eoods of mass con
sumption, and which even Varga underestimated.

A further expansion was given to the initial
postwar market for capital goods by the fact that,
due to its accumulation through the war years,
its volume brought about a far-reaching change
in the character, technically, of the goods to be
demanded/) It was discovered that, while these
expenditures when made year-by-year, did not
justify large-scale reorganization of the whole
productive process, when accumulated over many
years and suddenly made available in bulk, they
opened up the way to the wholesale introduction
of improved techniques of production, to complete
re-equipment and reorganization not only of sing~

plants but of whole branches of industryo

It was found for example~ that a large pro=
portion of industry could c mp etely scrap its
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old equipment and processes, replace them with
improved ones embodying hither-unused technical
discoveries, amortize the new investments in
five years or less, and still produce a greater
profit than was possible with the discarded
plantQ

How this factor operated to more than double
the volume of the postponed demand for capital
goods, is revealed in the fact that, in 1948,
of the total capital expenditures only 42%
'went into expansion, while 58~ vvent for replace
ment and modernization~ This represents--anun=
exampled tempo of rise in constant capitalts
ratio to variable capital, in the organic com
position of capital o (See Business Week magazine,
Jan.22, 19490}0

It is clear beyond doubt that the one signi
ficant effective substitute for the war market
,.,hich operated from economic motives and was
rot, as in the case of military expenditures
dnd foreign trade j sustained by the interven
tion of the government, and ~ich played the
most dynamic role in sustaining the American
economic level at 80% above pre-warj was preci
sely this market for capital expenditureso And
it was precisely its character as Upostponed
demand", accumulated in large volume, which cre
ated the pre-conditions for its expansion through
the wholes re-equipment of a large part of
American industry:J thus making changes in the
basic foundation of productive relationshipso
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Before we pass on to our next point, a few
remarks on the theoretical problem involved m~
be in ordero Kuzminov' s error was not merely of
a factual character, in failing to note that
"postponed demand" for capital goods existed and
was of4reater volume and significance than that
for coNsumption goods. It was also a theoretical
error, in postulating that the Marxian law of
impoverishment operates to deny the possibility
of a boom, for if that were true, then there
would never have been a boom in the whole histo~

of capitalism~ since the law of impoverishment
has been operating as long as the capitalist sys
temo It is a denial of basic Marxist theo~ to
postulate the expansion of mass consumption by
the working class as the basis for (instead of
a result of) the boom~phase.of,the cycleo

The boom-phase of the capitalist cycle has
never been, and could not be, founded upon the
working class receiving a larger proportion of
the product of its labor in wages; therefore,
Kuzminov, by denying the boom-phase on the
basis that mass consumption could not sustain
it, fell into the error of the "under-consumption"
theo~~ which has had a long history through
Malthus ~ Sismondi LaSalle, Duehring, Luxemburg,
and Keynes o He forgot to look for the moving
forces of the cycle in those places Marx taught
us to look, in the productive relations rather
than in distribution.

Kuzminov and his fellow-thinkers fall into
this error, apparently, because they think of
their task as being to prove that cap· talism
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has not turned into something else, that capit
alism is still capitalisrn~ and the fea that to
recognize anything new in the current picture
might shake thei r theoretical foundations e They
should have greater faith in the foundations
of Marxism, which are not at all threatened by
any other theor.y; then they might spare some of
their attention to the examination of precisely
how and why capitalism in America develops as it
does j1 and what are the consequences 0

1110 Hm\r ~~!2~ Can the~ Boom, Continue?

In the opening weeks of 1949, we witnessed
many signs indicating a downward turn in the
economic lineQl Are these phenomena indicative
of an imminent economic crisis? How long can
the boom continue without a major break?

The an~"er to this question lies in the
relation of production to markets o The central
dynamic factor of the capitalist economic cri
sis as well as: boom~ is the profit~surpluso

The transformation of profit into new capital,
the process of accumulation of capital, is the
moving force in the expansion of production~

the central factor producing the boom-phase of
the economic cycle o Precisely this same factor,
the expansion of production~ when it ha exceed~

ed the immediately available market)) brings
about the "bust")) the crisis=phase of the cycle.
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The moment when boom passes over into "bust", is~

therefore, determined by the relationship of total
production to the total market; when the first
continuously surpasses the second, the crisis of
overproduction is maturingo That is the present
condition of American econor~o The boom has gen
erated within itself the forces of a ttbust. ft

The tempo of maturing of the crisis of over
production may be slow or swift. If the total
market is still expandiqg~ but in a vol,ume small
er than the expansion of production, then the
crisis is maturing but at a slow pace. If the
total market remains approximately the sGUl1e,
then the existing rate of expansion of product
ion results in a quicker maturing of the crisis.
If the total market is shrinking, while product
ion expands, then the maturing of the crisis be
comes swift.

American economy today is in the third con=
dition, of shrinking total market and rapid ex
pansion of productiono Unless there is an in
tervention of some force not at present opera
tive, which will expand the total market on a
scale cormnensurat.e with the expansion of pro:;
mlction, then the growing gap.will.lead.swiftly
~vitably to crisis~ to the disorderly and
catastrophic readjustment of production to con
sumption and the market.9 which takes place in
the midst of a sharp collapse of botho

Let us, then~ proceed to define more exactly
what sectors of the market are shrink~ngo
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Cormnodities of ma consumption 0 The shrink-
age of th~s market results from the decline of
the real~wage income of the working class, the
main mass of consumers, from the declining trend
of agricultural inc ome, due to the evaporation
of its privileged position that arose from the
war; from the decline in the number of workers
employed and hours Norked per week; from the
eXhaustion of the limited war=time savings arrnng
the masses which, for a short period, had slight
ly cushioned the other declines.

I

Accumulation of inventories~ This special
market factor, which consists of re-filling and
8~panding the pipe~lines of distribution and
r:.ccumulation of raw materials $ played a signi=
~~cant role in the boom of 1946=1948~ and was
one of the factors of "postponed demandwt 0 It has
new almost come to an end; the warehouses are
full o

Capital expenditures o This$ the principal
factor upholding the 1946-1948 boomi) is an ex...
t.remely unstable market and is already showing
: declining trend$ indicating that its limit

.ilas almost been reached o It is unstable~ in
the first place because it is a market which
i as expanded under very special and temporary
conditions (those of accumulated "postponed de=
mand lt and the resulting re=equipment of ind s=
tr.f) ~ which are dissolving; secondly, because
thi~ very rapid expansion of productive forces
does not reproduce itself$ but brings itself to
a halt; thirdlY$ because it is the major factor
that widens the gap between the productive



forces and the markets~ thus hastening the pro
cess of maturing of the crisis of overproduction;
fourthly ~ because $ while already showing a decli
ning trend~ under the first blows of the crisis
it will collapse very rapidly and wither away
to al most nothing @

Foreign trade export surplus 0 As a direct
result Of the rupture of America's war-time
alliance with the Soviet Union~ and the inau
guration of the "cold war" j the prospects for
expansion of foreign markets and capital export,
under conditions of a stable peace~ have evapor
ated o Under the Truman Doctrine and then the
Marshall Plan, the course of American exports
has declined sharply and continuously~ and the
export surplus, aside from that financed from
political motives by the government, almost dis
appeared by the end of 191~o The division of
the world, and the economic war, have further
shattered the structure of the world market, nar
rowed t~e possibility of exports except those of
militar,y character~ and given the stamp of anti
Soviet struggle to that. surplus export which is
financed by tije Marshall PIano ~. i thout a funda
mental change of American foreign policy., and an
end to the "cold war" j foreign markets can plCV
no significant role in avoiding the coming econo
mic c risis ~ except in the form of armaments G

This brines us 0 the only sector of the
market which has relatively firm prospects for
expansion~ namely~
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Annaments expenditures o For the first time,
except under direct war conditions, this market
plays a big and growing role in the general course
of national economyo The decline from the war
levels down to 1105 billions in 1948, has now
given way to a rising tendency, in 1949 to 14 or
15 billions, with pl~~s that will reach 22 bil
lions in 1952 0

The high popularity of the armaments expansion
program among the upper bourgeoisie arises, un
doubtedly, in the main from its economic role in
buttressing the present boom-phase of the economic
cycle and in furnishing a cushion against the
forces making for economic crisis. It is count
ed upon to compensate for the shrinking of other
markets 0

Whatever may be the degree to which armaments
expenditures must be considered a ttnormal" mar
ket under capitalism, whatever the degree it
plays this role for the moment" it still remains

, a fact that American reliance upon this peculiar
. "market" results in distorting the economies of
other countries and of the whole world o In its
general effect, the annament~ market/is the most
disruptive and explosive force, in economics as
well as politics o

If the American economy is felt to ~~need" the
stimulus <:£ annaments expenditures, this is cer
t.=linly not true of the national economies of Eu
rope, either of ~ts capitalist or socialist sec
t.orso There is no doubt, for example, that Brit-
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ish, French and Dutch are burdened to the break
ing point, and delayed in recove~, by the growing
weight of armaments o As a result~ also, the so
cialist section, the USSR and its allies, are pre
vented from disarming as they wisho All world
market relationships are disrupted and distorted
by the political consequences of re-armament.
What economic stimulus the JUnerican economy gains
from armaments is cancelled out five or ten times
over by the resulting shrinkage of world trade
and recovery. Thus the annament market, in ex
panding, has the net resul t of speeding up the
maturing of the crisis-phase of the econa)Inic cycle.

The economic boom of 19h6~1948 is, under the
. present_ effective trends and policies which we

have examined, rapidly approaching its end and
the crisis-phase is imminento
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IV \!) Can a Date De Set for Crisis?

Will the ~nerican economic crisis break out
in 19491 Can a date be set at which the crisis
may be expected?

It is impossible to make calendar predict=
ions on the economic cycleo It cannot be said
with any precision that the economic crisis will
break in 1949, or 1950, or 19510 Nor can the
length and depth of the crisis be predictedo
rrhere are two main ... asons for this inability
to predict the crisis by the calendarc

First, economic science is sufficiently exact
to measure and chart the main trend in the cyc~

with some precision, but not to fix its tempo
of development with the same accuracy 0 Secondly,
the condition of general crisis of capitalism
has brought about a trend toward the intervent
ion of non-economic forces into the economic
field (state capitalism, annaments~ and all
sorts of measures up to and including war)~

which are even less subject to prediction_than
are economic forceso As a consequence j any pre
tence of calendar prediction of the future
course of the economic cycle can be nothing
but fakeryo

We have spoken earlier of the sharp distinct=
ion between the gene ral crisis of capitalism and
the economic cycle of which the maturing econo=
mic crisis is ne phaseo We h also spoken a
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their inter-acting relationship& Thus, the gen
eral crisis exerts an influence upon the cycle,
changing and distorting its form and tempo, break
ing former patterns and rythms s and thus creating
new obstacles to precise prediction, postponing ..
the outbreak of the crisis while deepening the ·G

force of the crisis-factors" " ~(::<,~.,

The general crisis of capitalism influences the
cycle in the following ways: It accentuates the
unevenness of development between national econo
mies, and between the different sectors within
national economies o It stimulates the tendency
toward state capitalism, the .fusion of monopoly
capital with the state G It weakens the specific
gravity of capitalism in world economy as a whole,
and increases greatly the specific gravity· of the
non-capitalist and non-imperialist sectors of the
world=-the USSR~ the new democracies, and the lib
eration movements in colonies and senrl.=colonies o

All these are political factors which directly
intervene in the course of the economic cycle.

It is beyond the scope of this brief lecture
to enter upon an extended examination of the eco
nomic effects of these political factorse We must
content ourselves with a few indications and ex~

amples o The law of uneven development, for in
stance 5) finds expression in the tremendous gap be
tween America and all other capitalist economies-
so wide that it may almost be said that America
alone stands on its own feet economicallyo state
capitalism advances eve~here, even in the ~cono-
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ally less-developed lands; and in America, certain
fomal steps taken in the opposite direction are
more than offset by the factual increase in the
role of the state in economic questions, and the
overwhelming dominance of the big monopolies o The
economic progress of the USSR and the new democra
cies exceeds in tempo that of the countries receiv
ing American aid, and goes ahead, even as American
economy trembles on the brink of crisis. All these
developments represent a deepening of the general
crisis of capitalism, and at the same time inten
sify and distort the economic cycleo

Thus, in America, the general world CrJ.S1S has
stimulated the postwar boom, even as it has simul
t~~eously strengthened the crisis factors; this
contradiction, of the same ~actors simultaneously
accenting boom and preparing "bust", inherent in .
capitalism, is intensified by the world situation.
In the stronger trend toward state capitalism, the
controls imposed over the anarcny of rarticular .
fields , results in redoubling the general anarchy,
and the measures toward postponement of the crisis
serve to deepen the basic c tisis factors 0

Without minimizing in any way these inesc~p

able contradictions that inhere in the very nature
of capitalism, it must be recognized that these
developments reduce the possibility to predict the
exact timing of the crisis 0 At the same time, for
~~erica, they sharpen the contrast between the al
ternative progressive and reactiona~ courses which
are possible to choose in meeting the crisiso
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In discussions among Mar-lCists all over the
world, that have been taking place concerning
economic changes in the capitalist world, great
controversy has arisen about the role of state
capitalismo Some of this controversy arises from
confusing two separate questions~ and dealing
with them as one single question; these are the
question, can state capitalism affect the econo
mic cycle, and how~ and the quite different ques
tion~ can state capitalism resolve any of the
basic capitalist contradictions o

The answer to the first question must be,
Yes, state capitalism can affect the course of
the cycle, and this can speed up or del~ the
crisis, depending upon the nature of the inter
vention~ The answer to the second question must
be, No, state capitalism cannot solve, nor can" ",
it even,soften~ any of the basic contradictions
of capitalism but, on the contrary~ can only deep
en theme

If these two differen~ questions are taken as
one single question~ and the same answer is there
fore given to both of them, nothing but confusion
can resulteo This is because nothing is more ob
vious in the facts of life j than that state capit
alism can and does influence most profoundly the
course of the, economic cycle; and if this"?bvious
answer is extended to the second question, the re
sult is a negation of basic Marxist theor.yo The
false dilemrna is created~ either close one 2s eyes
to the facts$ or revise Marxo
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The most obvious example to illustrate this
problem is, of course, German economy under Nazi
fascist rule from 1933 to 1939 ~ Economically con
sidered, the Nazi regime was a specific national
form of state capitalismJ) with a p gram of simple
robbery of its neighbors super-imposed thereon. It
did not solve any of the basic contradictions of
German economy~ but deepened them to an unexampled
degree. But it did change the immediate economic
cycle, turned the course of German production up""
ward from the depths of crisis to its highest
point. All economic thinkers who predicted the
political collapse of the Nazi-fascist regime from
the basis of a supposedly-inevitable economic cri
sis and collapse, made thereby a most serious mis
take (Varga, by the way," made this error), because,
as it was proved in life, nothing but the superior
strength of the Soviet Army broke the Hitler re
gi~e, and econo~c c~s~s did not make" even a
minor contribution to the Nazi downfall o

What the Naz-i-fascist form of state capitalism
did with the German economy before the war, other
forms of state capitalism in other countries, with
all due allowance for differences of time, place
and specific peculiarity, may repeat in their own

"~pecific wayo

There is obviously nothing inunutable, unchange
able,9 in the pattern of the economic cycle of cap=
italism under the conditions of its general world
crisis, except the general trend of its underlying"
f actors As Lenin explained to us a long time ago,
it is impossible to say of an.v immediate situation,
in the short run of events, that' there is no way out
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That is why, therefore ~ while we can speak
definitely and with some precision about lithe
coming economic crisis tt and define the maturing
factors making for this crisis; while we can mea
sure these factors as more powerful than in any
previous crisis; yet we still cannot predict with
accuracy the time at which this crisis will break
out~ nor its form of expression, which may be a
simple economic crisis of overproduction, or which
may be transmuted to the field of politics, dom
estic or internationalll

v. Higher Degree of Monopoly Deepens
the Crisis Factors

The process 'of concentration and centraliza
tion of capital discovered and explained by Marx,
had al ready in the opening years of th 20th cen
tu~ given to American economic development the
characteristic fea ure of t rus ifica ionll ; the
assumption of the leading and dominating role by
monopoly capi alo This tendency has been con
tinuous, .and exhibited a higher tempo dUring the
tw'o big war,.,booms than in pre-war times $ and also
quickened its tempo at the low points of economic
crisis o

The effect of monopoly domination intensifies
the fa tors making for crisis, and deepens the
crisi = hase of the cycleo At the same tiro it
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distorts the cycle~ strengthens and hastens the
tendency to intervention of non,."economic forces
into the economic field ( the tendency which cul
minates in state capitalism of completely devel
oped form), and prepares the way for the trans~

mutation of economic crisis into political crisis.

During World 1Yar IT, the great industrial mono
polies, the ten giants, concentrated the bulk of
war orders (over 50%) directly in their own hands,
controlled anothe r large part (about 30%) through
affiliates, and set the conditions under which
the remaining minor part of the war economy op
eratedo Non-trustified industr,y operated fully,
but as the vassal of the trusts 0 Monopoly cap
ital further extended its tentacles to the far
thest nooks and crannies of American economy.

In the postwar boom of 1946-1948, for the
first time in American economic history, a peace
time expansion of the scope of monopoly control
has exceeded previous war-time expansion both in
volume and tempo.

For elucidation of this fact, we will compare,
first of all s the net war-time expansion and mod
ernization (capital expenditure) of manufacturing
industr,y with that of 1946-1948. Secondly; we
will show in what sectors this took place, its
distribution between trustified and non-trustified
industry 0

In the seven war-years.~ 1939- 9h5:J there was
a net expansion and m dernization, after al1ow-
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ance for scrapping of war plant at the end of the
war, of 33 points over the 1939 base~ which is
taken as an index of 100i' or a'1 annual average of
something less than 5% of the base o During 1946~

1948 this index rises from 133 to 156, or an annu
al average for the three years of 7% of the 1939
base o Thus, the tempo of peace~time expansion
and modernization is over 40% quicker in the post
war than in the war years o

The fact that this quickened tempo of capital
expenditure was~ in its main bulk, concentrated
in trustified industr,y is sufficiently establish
ed by an examination of the method of its fin~'1

cingo Three out of every four plants financed
their capital expenditure directly out of reserves
and undistributed profits~ only 9~ floated new
share issues on the stock market, and 15% borrowed
the money (bond issues)o Since the financing of
capital expenditure out of undistribute,d profits
is a relatively new phenomenon, characteristic of
the largest corporations~ while the floating of
new share issues on the stock market is the usual .
method of non=trustified sectors of indust~, the
facts cited are sufficient to give a rough measure
of the degree of predominance of monopoly capital \9

(Data from McGraw-Hill Survey, in Business Week,
Jano 22, 1949) 0

It may be remarked]l incidentally, that the pre
domina~6e of undistributed profits as the source
of capital xpenditure;, ogether with the growing
practice of floating bonds not on the stock market
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but by direct arrangement between borrower and
lender, seems to indicate a tendency to obsoles
cence, to nwithering away", of that holy of holies
of capitalism, th~ sto?k ~~ch~~o

The growing dominance of monopoly capital deel>""
ens the crisis factors in the economy in many ways.
It accelerates both the process of expanding the
forces of production and of limiting the market
for their productso But it goes much farther than
this 0 It distorts the vlhole price structure of
the economy, raising the level of prices of mono
polized products above that of the non-monopolized.
It drains off practically the whole body of social
accmnulation into the treasuries of the giant
trusts and the banks which are their financial
branches. It brings about the factual polariza
tion of society, which in America has reached its
most extreme development in which supreme economic
power in the nation rests in the hands of the boar
of directors of a dozen corporationso

VI. The Transmutation of Economic C isis
Into Political CrfSis o

The Germa~ Nazi-fasci t economy is a specifi~

example of the process hereby a crisis of over<->
production, deepened and aggravated in all ways
by the general world crisis of capitalism5' is
tra::1smuted and absorbed into a political cri is ~
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first within the nation and then on an internat
ional scale ~

In the-same fashion the economic CrlS1S of 1912
in Europe was transmuted and absorbed' into the pol
itical crisis between nations in 1914, out of
which came the First World War.

In America the first great cyclical economic
crisis of the 20th century hit the countrY in 1907,
and was not overcome when the World War broke out
in 19140 Thus it is seen that the f oree of that
crisis was very strong. In the ensuing World 1var,
however, the UoSoAo made great economic advances,
assumed first rank in production, and began large
scale export of capital, being transfonned from a
debtor to a creditor nation. The crisis was thus
the ~tarting point for u?p~ece~ented boom.

The economic crisis of 1929-1933 produced the
political upset which brought forward Roosevelt
and the New Dealo The result, however, was not a
boom . but the prolonged IItdepression of a special
kindu, which was fully overcome only in the Second
World Waro The prolonged depression was an econo....
mic plateau highe r than the c"risis years, maintain
ed largely by the political measures of the New'
Deal contrary to established American tradition

The New Deal was a speeding-up of the trend
toward state capitalismo It was historically nec
essary in that the economic crisis could not have
been overc~me even partially without some such
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step which went beyond the automatic operation
of "free enterprisett capitalismQ The slow tempo
with which the 1929 crisis was transmuted into
domestic political crisis and chanee~ is shown
by the time-gap of 3t years between the outbreak
of the crisis and the inauguration of the New
Deal. But this slow tempo, it must be noted, was
still not so slow as that of 1907-l9l4e

Tod~ the interaction between economic and
political forces has been speeded up much more.
This is illustrated by Trumants message to Con
gress in January~ 1949~ and his speech before
the Planning Association j which already before
the new economic crisis breaks out is anticipa
ting it with recommendations for new policy,
whereby governmental intervention will bolster
up the markets, especially foreign trade.

Regardless of the degree of adequacy of Tru
man's recornmendations~ they are symptomatic of
a new sensitivit economics~ of readiness for
governmental intervention~ of complete abandon
ment of the traditional reliance upon the auto
matic working of capitalist econoITlJr o Crisis in
economics communicates itself ver,y speedily tod~

into national politics o

The coming economic cr~SlS in America thus
casts its shadow before it)) and gives shape and
direction to the political crisis before~ not

..~ter, the economic crisis breaks 0
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The process of transmutation of economic cri

sis into national. political crisis has been
speeded up. The two may be expected to merge in
an early staee, the economic crisis may be ab- ;
sorbed into the political crisis before a~ything

, like its full force has been registered.

VII. Economic Crisis and War.

The close inter-relationship between world
economic crisis and international war, the sharp
est form of political crisis has been long est
ablished.

Will the outbreak of economic cr1S1S in Amer
ica, which will inevitably spread rapidly to the
entire capitalist world, have the result of pre
cipita~ing a Third World,War? .

In seeking the an swer to this question we must
first of all take note that, while the sequence
of national political crisis following economic
crisis has been speeded up, the sequence of war
emerging from world economic crisis has been
5' owed do¥m. The First World Vlar followed the
economic crisis soon after its e~fects had re
gistered in all developed capitalist countries;
the Second :r'orld War came ten years after the
world economic crisis had aelivered 1t5 'heaviest
blows
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Future events may not, however, be predicted
by analogy with the past. What has already happen
ed reveals trends, shows the working of certain
forces, :a.nd reveals inter-relationships of the for
ces 'at work. But the past does not reveal new
factors that have arisen, nor measure accurately
the pro ess of strengthening or weakening or- forces
previously operating. We must therefore, examine
concretely the existing situation, find what. changes
have taken place and what is new, before esttrnating
the relationship 1--n+ween the now=maturing economic
crisis and -the war anger 0

'N'hy has there- been a slowing=down in the tempo
of the eco.omic crisis and war sequenc $ whil
there h~ s been a speeding-u of the passing of
economic crisis into nationa political crisis?

Obviously the process in both cases represents
the operation of the same forces. The fact that in
the one case the tempo quickens and in the other
case slows up, can be explained only by the opera
tion of some new force in international relations

This ne'fl force, it is equally obvious, is the'
emergence of a ne,,~r ~conomic system, outside of and
rival to capitalism, outside of the capitalist
economic cY'cle , that is the socialist system in
the U$S.SoRo The emergence of the Soviet Union,
the growing strength of socialist and democratic
forces throughout the world, is the new obstacle
to the tr'nsmutation of world economic crisis into
international war The effect of this new factor
arising' between the two ~1orld Wars is clear.
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Futhe nnore , it is equally clear that after
World War 11, the new factor is stronger and rep
resents a larger part of the world than before,
while the old factors pushing toward war are weake r
than before' and represent a smaller portion of the
world. These factors require no'spelling out in
detail 0

The cqnclusion is unavoidable, tqerefore$ that
in the present situation, contrar.r to the ,faster
tempo of transmutation of" economic crisis into
national political crisis, there will be 'the op
posi e, a decided slowing down in the proce.ss of
transmutation of economic crisis involving the
whole capitalist sector of the world into the
Third World War o

The additional cone usion is justified~ tha.
under the new relationship of forces co.ing 0 t
of World \Var II, the possibility exis that
despite the occurence of major economic crises
the road to W'orld '!'Tar III may be block d for a
long time, that it may be possible for the world
to achieve a stable peace for some generations~
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VIII. Pressure of Matu'ring Economic
Crls1s Upon Ame:F.lcan Po11C~.

The process of rapid maturing of an economic
crisis p'uts a strong and growing pressure upon
the U.S. Government, in the direction of finding
or creating new markets for the surplus products
of American indust~.

Certain limitations are inherent in capital
ism upon the scale and nature of measures to
strengthen the domestic market for consumption
goods. The inhe~nt laws of capitalist economy
tend constantly to reduce the proportion of con
sumption goods to the total production. The
law of impoverishment of the working masses op
erates to emphasize this tendencyo Meliorating
measures, to cushion the effects of this pro
cess, such as the expansion of social insurance
of all kinds, public works, and extra-ordinary
distributions of public funds (in the fashion
of veterans' bonuses, etc,) may play a ve~J imp
ortant political and social role, but their in
fluence upon the course of the national economy

. as a whole neces'sarily remains a minor one.

Nevertheless, the maturing economic CrlS1S
creates a growing pressure for the expansion of
such social insurance measures. This is a major
reason for Truman I s flfair deal" reform program
in the 1948.election,campaign,_and for his
electoral victo~.
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This is the economic pressure, also, which
supports the expanded armaments program. But
the expansion of armaments has serious limit
ations; in t~e absence of. actual war, it cannot
continue indefinitely ~ . .

Ihe main force of this pressure for new mar
kets must; eventually, concentrate upon exports
to other lands~ upon foreign trade. Only in
this field, und~ conditions of capitalism, can
America hope to find new markets comoensurate
to the scale of American surplus production g

America's productive forces are geared to an
enonnously-expanded world market, and it must
find such a market or collapse.

Up to this time, however> the need of Ameri
can economy for foreign markets was obscured by
the operation of the big domestic market c a ed
by capit~. expenditures in the re-equipment of
industry 0

Marxist writers in !.urope, understanding the
basic Nnerican need fo foreign markets, have
been writing hat l~erica conducts I a ferocious
struggle fo. n ~l foreign ma kets. tI But such a
s lrugg e has not 3 in fact, yet begun even though
it is to be expectedQ Instead, America~ foreign
po icy since the .war has been directe r to extend
; ng bases o+' mi.l.i tary pOY! er di rected agains l.t the
Uo0~SoRo nd her allie~:J 0 vhe neglect and at
-he expense of he immedia.l.e expans: on of for..,ign

ma ket enS in 0 . gn marke t~ has been
prosppcti for t e fu r_~ not immediate 9
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How indifferent American monopoly capital has
been to foreign markets, is shown in the compla
cency with which it has witnessed the steady da-
c ine of American exports and export-surplus, be
ginning in vhe secQnd quarter of 1947, right after
he Truma11 Doctrine was ~nnounced., This declin

of expo'rts amounted to %in p!\ysi.cal volume by
t e third quarter of ,19h8,. without causing any
gr a ou cry. Obviously, he loaders of Americ' n
econ my have not yet plunged into the "ferocious
s ggle fo! new marke s.

~ i h the. rapid hrinki g of capi al exp n~ ...,
ur s however, and t e rnatu 'ng OJ. . e ovher

fac ·0rs of economic crisis this i ., ffer ce
o ard foretgn marke 5 and their expa sion must

qu:ck1y disappear

The c1u~e of development of foreign ma""k.
fo ... the urplus production of American indus·.,
, . 11 give th.... final ane;wer to a 1 ques ions con..,
cern' ng the empo a~d onns- 01 dev .J.. p J ent of

e coming onomic c 'si
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IX Two Alternative Courses
FOrAffieri'ca"

When the roblem of foreign markets come . nto
focus as the key prob em· of American pos war ccon
o~, this coun ~J will find i necessa_y at las
to cho se between two ternative cou ~es.

This choice for America is not as in Eu 0 )

t t~ choice between the ternatives of soc· a.· ""In
and capitalism~ That isse is not yet tip in
Nnerica. Here the pres-nt choice is between.
a proer ssive forrn of econom" c relations with
the 'orld, on the basis of a modus vivendi v' h
the U S ,~S lFR on the 0 e hand, or] on the other
h to set out to conquer world markets by
military power--the road to world war. .

The $6h question is, whether it is' politically
and economically possible for the U"Sr.A&J the most
~ully developed power of monopoly capitalism in
history, to take any other course than its own
ip~erent tendency toward imperialist conquest of
the world .

For five years I hav~ been answering this
question. Yes, it is possible for America to take
the peaceful path, not .the path to· war, poss~ble

nOIJ me e y in the sense of abstract theory, but
practically, before America turns to socialism,

s an outcome of the new relationship of fo es
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existing in the world as a consequence of Plorld
'\iaroII.

If tlis is possible to achieve, then so long
as this possibility exists it should furnish the
entral, guiding aim for the struggle of all pro

gressive forces in Amerlca o To prevent iuneri a
! ram taking the course 0 war should be -the ch':'ef
aim of the Nuerican progressive program it should
bt, the goal of all effort and struggle o

This possibility of peacE arises from the pol
itical relationship of fOI"(~es in the world)) frorrt
the foundation of economics but not directly eco=
nomtc . n charactero The issue of peace or war is,
however, the a1 -decisive one for the economic
p rspecti 'e and cannot be left out of any serious
eeonomic prognosis 0 The main f e ure of this
world si ~ation is the impossibility of a m' 'ta~

d ,'isi n of the ri' al ry between social"Ts~-

capitaITsm.

Since the end of World War rI, American "policy"
has been to extend its power by means of the ltcold
war" s diplomatic and economic pressures» arndng of
satellites, the threat of the atom-bomb and "hot
waro n ~\merica has--rearned t' limits of this
pol':'cy, seen it collapse in runs in China, fore
sees the failure of the Marshall PIano It has
been p roved that t·his dou rse of "neither peace
nor warll carries no marke s with it, that it is
ml insur.mountablo barrier to the expansion of
markets in any way comm-ensurate with American
Burplus production.
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erica thus ems
or p a"'e

amp vIi become
:vI en ,
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Xo Some Remarks on :Marxist
Methodology-0

In Gonclusion" I wish to make only. a few
remarks on the subject of Marxist methodologyo
I take for my text these words from Mao· Tse-tung:

Ulvfarxism-Leninism has neither good looks
nor magic; it is only very useful e There
seem to be a lot of people who think it
is a sort of charmed medicine with which
one can easily 0 re any disease c Those
who take it as a dogma are that kind of
people ott

There is a great danger among Marxists today
of falling into dogmatic methods of thoughte
Mar}~sm$ however~ is not only a body of theor.y,
oL principles, it is ,also a method that excludes
dogmatism, and this is its hearto

To deal with Marxist. theory as a set of dog=>
nla8 means to kill Marxisffio

Marxism takes facts,9 things; material~ as
the foundation for all thought~ and ideas as
secondary, derivative~ controlled by facts o 

That is why Marxism is called materialist, as
opposed to idealist~ for only upon tne firm
foundation of fact can ideas exercise their
real a.YJ.d true powero Therefore the Marxist
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method requires the search for facts, their test<->
ing in all thei.r relations, as primary, it exclud83
the method of trying to foree facts into a patterd~

pre-Lietermined by theoryo

It is a dogmatic distortion of Marxism to deny
the existence of the 19Lt6=1948 boom....phase of
American economy on the grounds that theor-v
leaves no place for ita "Life has laughed cruellyU
at such dogmatismc: The boom in American economy
is a fact j and only by dealing wi.th it and analy=
zing it as a fact can onc fully understand the
forces that are bringing America to economic crisis Q

It is equally a dogmatic distorti0n of Marxism
to declare~ as a matter of theoretical pre-deter-_
mination,9 that America cannot ta..l(e the road of
peace except by simult~~eously entering upon the
revolutiona~J transition to socialism~

We have as yet no guarantees of peace Q But if
we adopt the dogmat.:.c attitude~ we will fail in
consequence to see the tremendous forces for peace~

we will not properly utile ze and direct them, ws.
will become weak aDd ineffective 9 we will cease to
be Marxists and become believers in magic and
f atalisIno And only Marxism lights the road of
understanding, not only of the Hboom and bust l

"

cycle of capitalist economy~ but also of the great
issues war or peace o
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